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This book is all about the plight of Sikhs all over the globe and especially in India. From the pre-
independence era, thousands of Sikhs have laid their lives for the then undivided India. During
India’s independence struggle, thousands of Sikh warriors fought against British rules. The
partition of India in 1947, was the division of British India into two independent dominions, India
and Pakistan. Post-independence, Pakistan and the Congress party of India both played Ping-
Pong with the Sikhs by indirectly luring them in the name of ‘Khalistan’. The Khalistan movement
was the Sikh secessionist movement. Promoted as a separatist campaign, its goal was to create
a homeland for Sikhs by seceding Indian Punjab from India and establishing a sovereign,
ethnoreligious Sikh state called Khālistān ('Land of the Khalsa'), in the Punjab region.The
disillusioned Sikhs agitated several times and the protests resulted in irreparable violence. The
1984 Delhi Anti-Sikh riots caused the death of nearly 3,000 Sikhs. It was followed by the
assassination of Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India, on October 31, 1984, by her
guards at the gate. Almost 38 years later, most of its masterminds and perpetrators remain scot-
free. On the other hand, all the Sikh youth who were then arrested on some pretext or the other
have completed their punishments, but are still languishing in jail. Most of them are now senior
citizens.After 75 years of independence, the struggle of preserving the Sikh cultural existence is
still ongoing. The enemies keep changing from time to time but the struggle is never-ending. If
they agitate for their rights, the Indian media demean them by calling them Khalistani extremists.
Not only does Punjab lack job opportunities, but also faces issues such as water and gutter
meters. The Sikh youth are lured into drugs and dope so that they don’t question the authorities.
The Sikhs are still struggling with identity crises; they are still waiting for justice and they want
their people to come out of jail. They want their wounds to be healed and they want the
government to be fair to them.Giving various references, the writer has also traversed through
VD Savarkar’s acceptance of Sikhs and the Shiv Sena chief Bal Thackeray's love-hate
relationship with the community. He shielded them during most of the crucial period and also
warned them when they created riot-like situations in Maharashtra. Above all the writer has
expressed her worry over the virtual Khalistan movement groups that are poisoning the young
minds. The book also writes about Saint Bhindranwale’s reform work and his continued fight for
a separate Sikh state which owes its origin to the Punjabi Suba Movement. TheAkali Dal – a
Sikh-dominated political party – sought to create a separate Sikh Suba or Province.For the Sikh
community, Bhindranwale is the most respected freedom fighter, saint and political combatant,
whereas, his extreme measures taken against established tags label him as an extremist. This
political awkwardness has caused too much impairment to the Sikh Commoners. This is all
about the Battles of Betrayals of the Sikh community



From the Back CoverAlthough it is rarely given sufficient consideration in either scholarly or
political debates, early childhood education plays a crucial role in the integration process of
young immigrants in European countries, since it not only enables the children to be integrated
into society, both linguistically and culturally, but it also provides their parents with the
opportunity, through their children, to view the society more directly and to reflect on their own
values in the encounter, or to potentially seek new orientations. The quality of young migrants’
educational achievements, which have repeatedly caused current political debates in European
countries, should not be considered independently of the elementary education measures since
they are very closely related.Content Religious-cultural diversity and Early Child
EducationIntegration and MigrationThe EditorProf. Dr. Ednan Aslan is Chair of Islamic Religious
Education at the Institute for Islamic Theological Studies at the University of Vienna.The chapter
"Shared Reading for Valuing Diversity and Fostering Language Acquisition" is available open
access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com--
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorProf. Dr. Ednan Aslan is Chair of
Islamic Religious Education at the Institute for Islamic Theological Studies at the University of
Vienna.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Sikhism vs SickismVaidehi Tamanwww.whitefalconpublishing.comAll rights reservedFirst
Edition, 2022© Vaidehi Taman, 2022Cover design by White Falcon Publishing, 2022No part of
this publication may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by
means of electronic, mechanical, photocopying or otherwise, without prior written permission
from the author.The contents of this book have been certified and timestamped on the POA
Network blockchain as a permanent proof of existence. Scan the QR code or visit the URL given
on the back cover to verify the blockchain certification for this book.The views expressed in this
work are solely those of the author and do not reflect the views of the publisher, and the
publisher hereby disclaims any responsibility for them.For information contact:(Shop No. 17
Hilton Society, Ram Nagar Road, Borivali West, Mumbai, Maharashtra, India - 400
092)www.vaidehitaman.comRequests for permission should be addressed
tovaidehitaman@gmail.comDedicated toI dedicate this book to my Aai for her unconditional
support, blessings and love for me in each of my endeavours. I would also like to dedicate this
book to my Afternoon Voice team. Without them, my journey is incomplete.No creation in the
world is a lone effort, neither is this book. I would like to thank all those people who associated
with me during the writing of the book.VaidehiTABLE of contentsChapter 1Partap Singh
KaironChapter 2Sikh NationalismChapter 3Saint BhindranwaleChapter 4The 1984 RiotsChapter
5President Harchand Singh LongowalChapter 6Constitution Of Special Investigation
TeamChapter 7Sikh Political PrisonersChapter 8Demand To Release PrisonersChapter 9Sikh
Prisoners Lodged In JailsChapter 10ImprisonedChapter 11Bapu Surat Singh KhalsaChapter
12Youth Akali LeaderChapter 13PunjabChapter 14The Anglo-Sikh WarsChapter 15The 2020–
2021 Indian Farmers’ ProtestChapter 16SikhismChapter 17The Modern SikhChapter 18Bal
ThackerayChapter 19SavarkarChapter 20Virtual Khalistani
CommunitiesReferencesForewordWhat does Sikh History say?The Sikh community has given
supreme sacrifices for our Nation. These days a ‘56-inch chest’ has become an over-hyped
idiom, but if you look at the warrior history of Punjab you will realise what it means to have a 56-
inch chest. The Independence war of the country had a trio known as ‘Lal-Bal-Pal’ Wherein the
Lal stands for Lala Lajpat Rai of Punjab. In 1985, an event was announced in The Free Press
Journal publication and the then President of India, Gyani Zail Singh had come to Mumbai to
attend it. During that time, the President himself had made a phone call to the Shiv Sena
supremo Balasaheb Thackeray and politely asked:“Is it comfortable for you to come to the Raj
Bhavan tomorrow morning?” In reply Balasaheb humbly accepted the invite.After hanging up the
phone, Balasaheb was eager to know the purpose of the call by the President. But, as decided,
Balasaheb reached the Governor House and Gyani Zail Singh welcomed him wholeheartedly.
Balasaheb, in his typical style asked, ‘Rashtrapati Ji, Hume Kyu Yaad Kiya?’ (Mr President, why
have you invited me?).In reply, Gyani Zail Singh said, “Balasaheb, I wanted to Thank you so I
invited you. After Indira Ji’s assassination in Delhi, there were Anti-Sikh riots all over the nation.
Hundreds of innocent Sikhs perished in the genocide. They were burnt alive, their properties
were put on fire, but in Mumbai and Maharashtra, you saved the Sikhs. And made it a point that



no harm was done to them.” While saying so, Zail Singh had tears in his eyes. He expressed his
gratitude and acknowledged Balasaheb’s great support towards the Sikh community.This is a
fact, the entire nation had entered into violent activities against the Sikhs but in Mumbai and
Maharashtra, they were protected. If Balasaheb had raised his finger there would have been a
Massacre of Sikhs in Maharashtra as well, but Balasaheb had tremendous respect for Sikhs,
they had sacrificed their lives for the Indian freedom struggle. Balasaheb worshipped Bhagat
Singh, Sukhdev and Rajguru, the brave freedom fighters. On several occasions, Balasaheb had
openly announced that some headless guards had killed Indira Ji, so why should the entire
community suffer for this? Balasaheb respected the Sikhs for their integrity to the Nation. During
the partition of India, the number of Sikhs that were wounded were much more than the
others.They witnessed the breaking of Punjab; they have seen their dear ones killed and the
division in their own family boundaries. In Punjab, it has been a continuous war of extinction of
the Sikhs. In spite of all adversities, the Sikhs always stood for the soil of India. The Indian Army
also has a majority of Sikhs.History also tells us that the Sikh sword was actively used against
the Moghul invaders. The state of Punjab which had Ranjit Singh, who fought against the
bruisers to keep India free and independent, eventually got Bhindranwale who developed
hostility against the nation. They found Pakistan and America closer to them. They tried to make
the Holy place of the Golden Temple of Amritsar, the centre of Khalistan. But, at last, the Golden
Temple premises saw the end of Bhindranwale during the reign of the Akali Takht.But the ghost
of Khalistan is yet to disappear from Punjab and Punjabis. Even today, if the Sikhs come forward
in dissent, they are termed as Khalistanis, terrorists or extremists. Recently, when the Sikh
community took part in the Farmer protest, the Bharatiya Janata Party announced that the
Khalistanis were involved. But here is a question that BJP needs to answer, - “If Khalistan was
involved, why did Mr Prime Minister surrender to them by repealing the farm laws? What was he
scared of?” The BJP has done a lot of irreparable damage to the Punjab farmer’s image. In Uttar
Pradesh’s Lakhimpur Kheri, a vehicle ploughed through protesters from behind which killed
eight farmers. Can you imagine if Khalistan would have really been involved in the agitation,
what would have happened?Sikhs are self-esteemed, like the Marathas they have guts and are
brave. Maharashtra and Punjab share a unique relationship. Sikhs have great respect for
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and Maharashtra honours Maharaja Ranjit Singh. But, the letter that
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj had written to Moghul King Aurangzeb stating that religion should
be for saving humanity and not for destroying it, often goes unnoticed. All the actions and
reactions of Ranjit Singh was to unite the Hindu and Sikh community. In his kingdom, all religious
representatives worked for the Monarch and that is how he could retaliate against the British.
Even today the Sikhs fight for the Nation.Maharashtra’s great saint, Sant Namdev travelled to
Punjab as part of his All-India tour. His preaching became a part of the ‘Guru Granth Sahib’.
According to Sikhism, there is only one Lord and ‘Guru Granth Sahib’ is their Sacred book.
Bhindranwale and his Militia have become a thing of the past. Punjab has suffered never-healing
wounds by extremists. Today, Sikhs in the country and abroad are doing a great job.Without the



vision of Dr Manmohan Singh, our Indian Economy would have gone into a duct. During the
global recession, India suffered the least due to its economic reforms. We need to address the
concerns of Punjab and the Sikh’s. Accepting their efforts as well as their achievements and
overlooking their worries would be a great mistake. In this aspect, Vaidehi Taman’s book Sikhism
vs Sickism seems to be very analytical and well-researched.The real history of Sikhs, their
sacrifice and bravery have been evaluated by Vaidehi Taman in a gutsy way. Freedom Fighter
Veer Savarkar in his revolutionary work in Europe, after the Madan Lal Dhingra incident, ignored
his ailment and wrote the History of Sikhs. In this, the history of the Sikh Kingdom from Guru
Nanak Singh to Raja Ranjit Singh has been written. Before writing this book, Savarkar learnt
‘Gurumukhi’. He studied literature from Aadigranth to Dashamgranth. He also studied the
Historical novels of Cunningham and Prabhruti. The original copies of Savarkar’s handwritten
scriptures were either destroyed by the Britishers or the Britishers took them away so that they
are not found by anyone. This is why the first Marathi novel about the History of Sikhs couldn’t be
published. Vaidehi Taman’s book in English gives a new vision to the Sikh history and the Sikh
community. The sensitivity and strength of the Sikhs as well as their emotive opinions can be
understood. This is not only the history of Sikhs but it is also India’s history.Congratulations,
Vaidehi.- Sanjay RautExecutive Editor, Dainik SaamanaVaidehi’s book Sikhism vs Sickism is all
about the noble Sikh religion and how some sinking entities try to project them as Khalistani
whenever they voice their opinion or agitate for their rights. The book has one unique chapter on
how VD Savarkar tried influencing the Sikh religion through establishing Hindu religious
scriptures in The Guru Granth Sahib. The book also sheds light on the political betrayals and pre-
independence battles.The book is about the predicament of Sikhs across the Globe. It starts
from the pre-independence era wherein thousands of Sikhs warriors had laid their lives for
undivided India and fought against British rules. The partition of India was the division of British
India in 1947 into two independent dominions, India and Pakistan. Post-independence, both
Pakistan and the Congress party played Ping-Pong with Sikhs by indirectly luring them in the
name of Khalistan. The Khalistan movement was the Sikh secessionist movement. Promoted as
a separatist campaign, its goal has been to create a separate homeland for Sikhs by seceding
the Indian Punjab from India to establish a sovereign, ethnoreligious Sikh state, called Khālistān
(‘Land of the Khalsa’), in the Punjab region.The cynical agitated several times and the protests
resulted in irretrievable violence. The 1984 Delhi Anti-Sikh riots caused the death of nearly 3,000
Sikhs after the assassination of Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India, on 31st October
1984, by her security guards at the gate. Almost 38 years later, most of its masterminds and
perpetrators remain scot-free. On the other hand, all the Sikh youth who were then arrested on
some pretext or the other have completed their punishments but are still languishing in jail. Most
of them are now senior citizens.After 75 years of independence, their struggle of preserving the
Sikh cultural existence is still ongoing. Giving various references, the writer has also traversed
through Savarkar’s acceptance of Sikhs and Shiv Sena supremo Bal Thackeray’s love-hate
relationship with the community. He shielded them during most of the crucial period and also



warned them when they created riot-like situation in Maharashtra, particularly in Mumbai. Above
all the writer has expressed her worry over the virtual Khalistan movement groups that are
poisoning young minds. The book also writes about Saint Bhindranwale’s reform work and the
continued fight for a separate Sikh state which owes its origin to the Punjabi Suba Movement.
The Akali Dal – a Sikh-dominated political party – sought to create a separate Sikh Suba or
Province.For the Sikhs community, Bhindranwale is the most respected freedom fighter, saint
and political combatant, whereas his extreme measures taken against established tags label
him as an extremist. This political awkwardness has caused too much impairment to Sikh
Commoners. This is all about the Battles of Betrayals of the Sikh community.The writer has
elaborated on the rising voices towards the release of Sikh prisoners and why the 1984 riots
were not brought to any justice and furthermore. While protecting the rights of Sikhs as Indians,
she condemns those sick people who presented horrible narratives about them.Overall, the
book has many historic references and quotes. She has expressed her worry for the Sikhs
across the globe that are beleaguered by those with vested interest. Very precise in information
and expression.- Dr Bhalchandra MungekarIndian economist, educationist, social worker and a
Rajya Sabha memberVaidehi Taman’s book Sikhism vs Sickism is a soul-stirring trip into Indian
history from the eyes of one of our country’s oldest and noblest religions. The book dives deep
into the entrenches of Sikh roots and draws parallels with some of the course changing
decisions that the community made in history and in current times. The book explains how
fighting for their rights comes naturally to this warrior community but how they have also been
led astray, first by the British and then by the leaders who promised them a sovereign state of
Khalistan. It is no news that the Sikhs bore the greatest brunt of the Indo-Pak partition. Their
legacy created by freedom fighters like Lala Lajpat Rai, Bhagat Singh, Udham Singh and
countless others was overshadowed by the killing of the then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. This
ghost of the past haunts them even today when they come together in dissent. The recent
Farmers Protest is one such example. Even though they were protesting against the draconian
farm laws, those in power termed them as Khalistanis and extremists.The book manages to
impress the reader with the thorough research and investigative journalism skills of the writer.
From historical freedom fighter Veer Savarkar’s keen interest in learning about Sikhism to Shiv
Sena chief Balasaheb Thackeray’s unflinching support for the Sikh commoners who were living
in Maharashtra at the time of the assassination of Indira Gandhi. The book covers it all!Vaidehi,
in her unique style, draws parallels between the Marathas and the Sikhs. Both warrior
communities have fought in great numbers against the Mughals and the British. The Hazur
Sahib Gurudwara at Nanded, Maharashtra is the most revered by Sikhs after the Golden
Temple. The teachings of Maharashtra’s great saint Sant Namdev are also a part of the ‘Guru
Granth Sahib’, the Holy scripture of the Sikhs and regarded by them as their eternal Guru. To
encapsulate, Vaidehi’s book is incisive and explores various touchpoints of Sikh history while
making it completely relevant to current times. It gives us a unique perspective on the Indian
history and hits the right emotional chords that will broaden your understanding of Sikhism and



also make you feel proud of India’s heritage and diversity.My best wishes to Vaidehi for the
success of this book, which it deserves!- Narendra V WableEditor of Shivner & MMPS
PresidentNot only in the country but everywhere in the world, Sikhs have made a separate
existence for themselves. It will not be wrong to say that Sikhs are standing for those who have
no one in the world. They were an ointment for the injured after the war, erasing the hunger of the
hungry. The Sikhs have been serving all religions for thousands of years in the spirit of
service.When this book came into my hands, I felt that everything which should be considered
about the Sikhs is in this book. I was very happy to read the book since it has been written after a
lot of research. Although Sikhs are always taunted about being Khalistanis, but every coin has
two sides and the same has been elaborated in this book. The incident of the then Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi being shot by her guards on 31st October 1984 shook the whole country.
After which around 3,000 Sikhs were killed in the 1984 anti-Sikh riots. It was a very sad
incident.On one hand, we talk about Bhindranwale and on the other hand, we are also
compelled to think that the Indian Army has a majority of Sikhs within its ranks. Sikhs have made
many sacrifices to save the country and even today, after listening to the stories of the Sikhs,
their heads are filled with pride.I don’t need to write much about this book because if I write, I
can fill many pages, but every page of the book is worth reading. Very good information has
been churned out with a great effort. It is very special for the youth to read and understand
Sikhism vs Sickism.I congratulate Vaidehi. I am sure this book will be liked by people not only in
India but also in the world.- Dr Vipin GaurGeneral Secretary Newspapers Association of
IndiaPrefaceMy reason to write this book…Sikhs had to deal with Battles of Betrayals…The
majority of Indian Sikhs don’t want Khalistan. They don’t want to separate from the Indian soil,
they just want basic respect and acceptance. In this book, I have written how Sikh’s have been
politically betrayed in India. Some Sikh leaders had a lot of political ambitions though they were
not fit for the party-political itinerary, while some other sections of Sikhs wanted to push the
Khalistan agenda but that can never happen. Some issues are here to stay, not to be solved or
resolved, the same as a separate Tamil Nadu, the Hindu Rashtra and Kashmir. These issues are
political gasses; they are used for burning political agendas only during elections. With the
mature voters such issues have lost their relevance. Go to Punjab and ask the average Punjabi
or Sikh, if they really crave for Khalistan. Likewise, ask an average Hindu voter about Hindu
Rashtra, they don’t even know what Hindu Rashtra is all about. The Indian middle-class has
routine challenges and their life goes by in dealing with them.
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Akshay Redij, “Must read book explaining the plight of Sikhs. Don't judge the book by its cover, il
ordered the book to know whyat is Sickism , to my surprise author has beautifully emphasize ed
the plight of Sikhs in India and also the sick mentality that is creating narratives about them,
must read”
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